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Abstract. Remote Memory Access (RMA) networks are emerging as
a promising basis for building performant large-scale systems such as
MapReduce, scientific computing applications, and others. To achieve
this performance, RMA networks exhibit relaxed memory consistency.
This means the developer now must manually ensure that the additional
relaxed behaviors are not harmful to their application – a task known to
be difficult and error-prone. In this paper, we present a method and a
system that can automatically address this task. Our approach consists
of two ingredients: (i) a reduction where we reduce the task of verifying program P running on RMA to the problem of verifying a program
P on sequential consistency (where P captures the required RMA behaviors), and (ii) abstraction extrapolation: a new method to automatically discover both, predicates (via predicate extrapolation) and abstract
transformers (via boolean program extrapolation) for P . This enables us
to automatically extrapolate the proof of P under sequential consistency
(SC) to a proof of P under RMA. We implemented our method and
showed it to be effective in automatically verifying, for the first time,
several challenging concurrent algorithms under RMA.

1

Introduction

Remote Memory Access (RMA) programming is a technology used in modern
data centers to communicate between machines with low overhead. It enables low
latencies (< 1µs [26]) and high bandwidth. In RMA, remote operations are executed by the underlying network interface controller bypassing the CPU and the
operating system (in contrast to regular network operations). The network card
reads the data using Direct Memory Access (DMA), sends it over the network,
and finally the receiving network card writes the data using DMA. This approach
is faster than traditional network communication because in data centers, the
direct access propagation delay is small compared to a network message stack
overhead of standard sockets. RMA technology is available in several networks:
InfiniBand [43], IBM Blue Gene Q [6], IBM PERCS [9], Cray Gemini [7] and
Aries [25]. Typically, the RMA functionality is available through RMA libraries
(InfiniBands OFED [37], Cray DMAPP [18], Portals4 [12]). Middleware applications, such as the Hadoop File System [32], then call the RMA interface directly.

Newer developments introduce RMA extensions for Ethernet (RoCE [13]) or IP
routable RMA protocols (iWARP [40]).
RMA instructions of a program are executed asynchronously, i.e., the execution of the program proceeds without waiting for the completion of the remote
RMA operations. To offer guarantees on the completion of remote operations,
RMA provides the flush statement, which enforces that all remote operations
to a certain machine are executed before the execution continues.
As expected, verifying programs running under RMA is challenging because
they exhibit additional relaxed behaviors beyond those allowed by sequential
consistency (SC). Moreover, programs executing under RMA exhibit behaviors
not possible under other relaxed memory models such as Total Store Order (x86
TSO) or Partial Store Order (PSO) [19]. The goal of this paper is to address this
challenge, namely, develop automated techniques for verifying RMA programs.
The problem. Given a program P running on an RMA network and a safety
specification S, our goal is to answer whether P satisfies S under RMA, indicated
as P |=RMA S .
Our Work. In our work we approach this challenge via predicate abstraction [28],
a method shown effective in verifying concurrent programs [24, 30] and x86
TSO and PSO programs [20]. Standard predicate abstraction ( [11, 28]) assumes sequential consistency (SC). Given a program P and a set of predicates
V = {p1 , . . . , pn } over the variables in P , standard predicate abstraction builds
a boolean program B = BP(P , V ) that contains one boolean variable for each
predicate in V . The boolean program comes with the guarantee that if B satisfies
a property S, then the program P satisfies S as well:
B |=SC S =⇒ P |=SC S
Checking whether B |=SC S is typically done via a (three-valued) model checker.
If a spurious counter-example execution trace is found by the model checker,
then the initial set of predicates V is refined and the procedure is repeated. An
overview of this approach is illustrated in the left part of Figure 1.
Reduction. However, the above guarantee does not hold when replacing SC with
relaxed memory models, such as x86 TSO or PSO, because naive application of
standard predicate abstraction for relaxed memory model programs is unsound
( [20]). To address this issue, we reduce the problem of verifying RMA programs
to SC verification (the Reduction box in Figure 1) by automatically constructing
a new program P that captures RMA behaviors as part of the program. P uses
set variables and boolean flags to account for these behaviors. If P satisfies a
property S under sequential consistency, then P satisfies S under RMA:
P |=SC S =⇒ P |=RMA S

Fig. 1. Predicate abstraction for sequential consistency (left) and our verification
method for RMA programs (right).

Predicate extrapolation. Given the newly generated program P , we automatically
generate a set of predicates V based on the original set of predicates V (the Pred
Extrapolation box in Figure 1). This process is called predicate extrapolation and
we denote it as EP(V ) = V . A part of the new predicates in V contain universal
quantifiers over elements of sets. Compared to the original set of predicates
V , the extrapolated set V is approximatively twice as large (experimentally
observed on our benchmarks), therefore limiting the applicability of standard
predicate abstraction (requires an exponential number of calls to an SMT solver,
in the worst case). We address this limitation by introducing the boolean program
extrapolation technique.
Boolean program extrapolation. To side-step the potential exponential blow up,
we construct a sound approximation of BP(P, V): we introduce a novel extrapolation function EBP (the Bool Prog Extrapolation box in Figure 1) to construct
a boolean program B = EBP(P , V , B) without any call to the SMT solver. The
boolean program extrapolation is based on the boolean program B = BP(P, V )
and satisfies:
B |=SC S =⇒ BP(P , V ) |=SC S
Overall approach. Automated verification of P |=RMA S takes place in four
steps:

1. Verify under SC : given a set of predicates V , build a boolean program B =
BP(P, V ) and show that B |=SC S.
2. Reduce to SC : Build the program P (to capture RMA behaviors for P )
and extrapolate the corresponding set of predicates V = EP(V ) from the
predicates V that worked under SC.
3. Construct extrapolated boolean program: given program P , set of predicates
V , and boolean program B = BP(P, V ), construct extrapolated boolean
program B = EBP(P , V , B).
4. Verify boolean program: whether B |=SC S, using a model checker. If the
check fails due to abstraction imprecision, we refine the abstraction and
restart the verification process. Otherwise, the program P satisfies property
S under RMA and the process completes successfully.
Main Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:
– A program reduction, based on sets, from RMA to SC. The construction
allows us to handle traces with infinite number of relaxed memory operations.
– A novel abstraction approach for programs running on RMA, using predicates over sets and a boolean program extrapolation technique which requires
no calls to the underlying SMT solver for building the boolean program.
– An implementation of our approach in a tool that can, for the first time,
automatically verify several challenging (including infinite-state) concurrent
algorithms running on the RMA model.
Our work can be seen as a step towards the more general problem of adapting
the proof of one program to the proof of a more refined program, technically
achieved here via abstraction extrapolation (in the case of predicate abstraction,
extrapolation of the boolean program).

2

Overview

We illustrate our approach on a small RMA program shown in Figure 2. In this
example, Process 1 declares a shared variable Y with initial value 1. Process 2
declares shared variables R and X, initializes them to 0 and 2, respectively. Next,
it declares a local variable r. It then remotely puts the value of X into Y. Then,
X is set to 3 and the value of Y is remotely read from Process 1 and is written to
R. Finally, the process assigns R to local variable r . The specification (assert)
is that at the end of the program (final), r is different than 3.
Under SC semantics, the only possible value of r at the end of the program is
2. However, under RMA semantics, r can have any value from the set {0,1,2,3}.
Note that under other relaxed consistency models, such as x86 TSO, PSO, and
C++ RMM, the value of 3 is not possible for r. Yet, under RMA, the put from
the shared location X to Y, can be delayed until after assigning 3 to X. That value
can then be read into R and put into local variable r, leading to an assertion
violation. A developer will then have to manually infer the flush statements that
are required to enforce the specification, when running under RMA semantics.
We next introduce the semantics of RMA networks.

2.1

RMA Semantics

In RMA programs, a process can access
Process 1 :
shared variables of remote processes using re- 1 shared Y = 1 ;
mote statements such as put or get. These reProcess 2 :
mote statements are executed asynchronously
— the process executing them does not wait 1 shared R = 0 , X = 2 ;
for the completion of the remote statement, 2 local r ;
instead it continues the execution of its pro- 3 put (Y, 1 , X ) ;
gram. In hardware, the program executing on 4 store X = 3 ;
5 R = get (Y, 1 ) ;
a CPU relegates the remote operation execu6 load r = R;
tion to a component called Network Interface
Controller (NIC) which connects to a NIC on
assert final ( r != 3 ) ;
a remote machine. The two NICs complete the
operation, on shared locations assigned to the
operation, without involving either the local Fig. 2. RMA program consisting
of two processes and a specification
or the remote CPU. flush statements are the
(shown at the end) which checks
main mechanism to guarantee that pending whether the value of local variable
remote statements to a specific remote pro- r is equal to 3.
cess are completed. A flush(pid) statement
acts like a barrier, blocking the execution on
the process until all pending remote statements to process pid are completed.
The flush is expensive (increases latency) and should be used sparingly.
Syntax. We consider a basic programming Table 1. Basic statements which
language, shown in Table 1, that offers RMA capture the essence of RMA proprimitives such as put, get and flush. The gramming.
load u = X; statement reads the value of Statement
Description
shared variable X and writes it in local variload u = X;
local read
able u. The store X = expr statement writes
store X = expr; local write
to shared variable X the value of the expresX = get(Y, pid); remote get
sion on the right hand side (arithmetic exput(Y, pid, X); remote put
pression over local variables). The put and
flush(pid)
flush
get statements operate over shared variables
X and Y, and also take as argument the identifier of the process storing the remote variable. The flush statement takes as
argument a process id. The semantics of these statements are described next.
Semantics. Let Procs be a finite set of process identifiers and p ∈ Procs a
process id. Let Vars be the set of all variables. We assume that each variable
is uniquely identified (no two variables have the same name) and we define
proc : Vars → Procs as the function mapping each variable to the process where
it is declared. We define a transition system as a tuple (s0 , Σ, T ), where Σ is
the set of program states, s0 ∈ Σ is the initial state, and T ⊆ Σ × Actions × Σ
is a transition relation. The Actions set contains all statements in the simple
language, and the nicr and nicw actions which correspond to the asynchronous

non-deterministic execution of the remote statements:
Actions = {put, get, nicr , nicw , load , store, flush}
A program state s ∈ Σ is a tuple hpc, M, R, W i, where:
– pc : Procs → Labels is the map from process identifiers to labels. The next
label that comes after label l ∈ Labels is denoted by n(l).
– M : Vars → D is the state of the memory, mapping each variable to a value
in the domain D.
– R is a mapping from process ids to the set of pending remote read operations
triggered by the given process. For p ∈ Procs, each read operation r ∈ R(p)
has a variable to be read, denoted with var (r ) ∈ Vars. Additionally, r is
mapped to a following write action denoted succ(r).
– W is the mapping from process identifiers to the set of pending remote
write operations triggered by the given process. Given p ∈ Procs, for each
w ∈ W (p), we define the variable to be written, var (w ) ∈ Vars and the value
to be written val (w ) ∈ D.
The initial state s0 has both, the set of pending reads and the set of pending
writes initialized to be empty (∀p ∈ P rocs : R(p) = W (p) = ∅). These semantics
are introduced by [17] and match the configuration without in-order routing,
where operations are not ordered between the same source and destination proa
cesses. Each rule corresponds to a transition s −
→ s0 , where a ∈ Actions and
s, s0 ∈ Σ, s = hpc, M, R, W i and s0 = hpc0 , M 0 , R0 , W 0 i.
When a put action is executed, a pending read operation r is added to R,
and a following write operation w is declared. The variables read and written
by r and w correspond to the arguments of the put statement. The get action
has similar semantics. The execution of the pending read operations in R is nondeterministic and, after reading the value of the target variable, the following
write operation is added to the set of pending writes W . Similarly, the pending
writes are executed non-deterministically. The local store and load actions are
executed synchronously and interact directly with the memory M (storing a
value, or reading from memory), without using the pending operation sets R
and W . Assuming process p ∈ P rocs issues a flush action, after its execution
the set W (p) does not contain any pending write operations to the target process
of the flush. Similarly, the set R(p) does not contain any pending read operations
from the target process of the flush, and additionally none of the successor write
operations of the pending read operations in R(p) write to the target process.
Next, we briefly recap standard predicate abstraction, assuming SC.

2.2

Predicate Abstraction under Sequential Consistency

This section illustrates the standard predicate abstraction procedure applied to
the example program in Figure 2, assuming SC.

SC semantics. When restricting an RMA program to SC, we assume that
all remote operations (e.g., the get statements in Figure 2) are executed synchronously. For example, the R = get(Y, 1) statement has the same semantics as
a normal assignment R = Y. For our example, the predicates sufficient to verify
the specification are:
V = {(r 6= 3), (R 6= 3), (Y 6= 3), (X 6= 3)}
This set of predicates can be determined either manually or using a counter
example guided refinement loop. The result of applying predicate abstraction on
the example program using the predicates in V is a concurrent boolean program
that soundly represents all possible behaviors of the original program.
Boolean program construction. The resulting boolean program has four boolean
variables {B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 } (one for each predicate in V ). For each statement
of the program P , standard predicate abstraction computes how the statement changes the values of the predicates. For instance, statement R = get(Y, 1)
(which for SC we interpret as R = Y) at line 5 in Process 2 assigns to variable
B2 (corresponding to the predicate (R 6= 3)) the value of B3 . We say that the
predicate B2 is updated using the cube of size 1 containing the predicate B3 . Intuitively, (R 6= 3) holds after the statement R = get(Y, 1) if (Y 6= 3) holds before
the statement. More details about standard predicate abstraction are presented
in subsection 4.1.
The complexity of building the boolean program using standard predicate
abstraction is exponential in the number of predicates in V ( [11, 28]) and its
main component is the search of cubes (conjunctions of predicates or negated
predicates that imply a given formula). Optimizations such as bounding the size
of cubes to a constant k lead to a complexity of |V |k , by building a coarser
abstraction, therefore losing precision.
2.3

Predicate Abstraction for RMA Programs

We next illustrate our RMA verification approach which is based on extrapolating
the proof of the program under sequential consistency (discussed in more detail
in subsection 2.2).
Step 1: Verify P under SC. The input for this step is the program P (Figure 2)
and the set of predicates V shown in subsection 2.2. Here, we assume all remote
statements are executed synchronously. After the program is verified, the resulting boolean program B = BP(P, V ) will be used for extrapolation in the third
step of our approach.
Step 2: Construct the reduced program P . We reduce the problem of verifying
P under RMA semantics to the problem of verifying a new program P under
SC. The program P non-deterministically accounts for all possible asynchronous
behaviors of P under RMA.

Auxiliary variables. To construct P , we introduce auxiliary variables of two
types: sets and boolean flags. Additionally, we use two methods: addToSet, that
takes as arguments a set and an element, and adds this element to the set, and
randomElem, that takes as input a set and returns a random element of the
set. The sets accumulate all values that can be read by a get statement, or all
possible values that can be written remotely by a put statement. In our example,
we introduce two set variables: X1Set and Y1Set. For example, variable X1Set
stores all values of variable X that the put statement at line 5 in Figure 2 can
write to Y. Initially, X1Set and Y1Set are empty. A boolean flag is introduced for
each remote statement. It represents whether the remote statement is pending
to be executed asynchronously by the underlying network. For the example in
Figure 2, we introduce variables Put1Active and Get1Active, initially set to false,
corresponding to the put and get statements.
Statement translation. Next, for each
statement of P , we generate a corresponding code in P . The result of translating the
program in Figure 2 is partly shown in Figure 3 (only translation for lines 1 − 4 of the
original program is shown).
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Process 2 :
shared R = 0 , X = 2 ,
Put1Active = false ,
Get1Active = false ,
Y1Set = ∅ ,
X1Set = ∅ ;
local r ;
// put (Y , 1, X );
if ( ! Put1Active )
Put1Active = true ;
X1Set = {X}
else
addToSet ( X1Set ,X ) ;
// X =3;
if ( Put1Active && ? )
Y = randomElem ( X1Set ) ;
addToSet ( Y1Set ,Y ) ;
if ( ? ) Put1Active=false ;
store X = 3 ;
if ( Put1Active )
addToSet ( X1Set ,X ) ;
..
.

Lines 2 − 5 initialize the introduced auxiliary variables (initializing boolean flags
such as Put1Active and sets such as X1Set).
Lines 7−12 represent the translation of the
put statement, where the flag Put1Active
is set to true and the current value of
variable X is added to X1Set. Next, the
X = 3 statement of program P corresponds
to lines 13-20. If the put operation is active, then the value 3 is added to X1Set (in
line 20). Before it, remote operations are
non-deterministically executed. Lines 1417 represent the non-deterministic asynchronous execution of a pending remote 21
operation. In this case, the only pending
operation corresponds to the put state- Fig. 3. Running example translation
ment. The ? in the condition of line 14 excerpt of P : this program contains
represents a non-deterministic choice of the RMA behaviors affecting the origwhether to take the branch or not. Line inal program P .
15 selects a random element from the set
X1Set and assigns it to Y. The transformation process is described in detail in
subsection 3.1.

Predicate extrapolation. For the newly generated program P shown in Figure 3,
our technique automatically extrapolates the set of predicates V to a new set of

predicates V = EP(V ). Given the newly introduced set variables, we generate
predicates that are universally quantified over all the elements of a set. For example, given the initial SC predicate (X 6= 3 ), we generate the quantified predicate
∀e ∈ X1Set : e 6= 3 . For simplicity, we denote the predicate as (X1Set 6= 3 ). We
assign a special logic to the case where (X1Set 6= 3 ) is false - it implies that all
the elements in X1Set are equal to 3:

 true, ∀e ∈ X1Set : e 6= 3
(X1Set 6= 3 ) = false, ∀e ∈ X1Set : e = 3

?,
otherwise
This predicate allows to keep track of the values added to the set. When all the
elements of the set are different than 3, then the predicate is true. Importantly,
the predicate is false only when all the elements of the set are equal to 3; otherwise, the value of the predicate is unknown, and we denote this value by ?. The
result of applying predicate extrapolation will return the following set:
V = V ∪ {(X1Set 6= 3), (Put1Active = true)}
For each boolean flag that the program translation introduces (e.g., Put1Active),
the predicate extrapolation will add a predicate that tracks the value of the flag.
In our example, the new predicate is (Put1Active = true). More details about
predicate extrapolation are presented in subsection 4.2.
Step 3: Construct the Extrapolated Boolean Program After performing the second step, we obtain a program P and a set of predicates V . Applying standard
predicate abstraction and building a boolean program BP(P , V ) requires a significantly higher computational effort than building BP(P, V ). The reason is
that P contains more instructions than P that have to be analyzed, and V has
more predicates than V . Instead, we generalize the idea of predicate extrapolation [20] to boolean program extrapolation: starting from the boolean program
constructed for the SC semantics B = BP(P, V ), we construct a new boolean
program B = EBP(B, P , V ). By extrapolating the boolean program, we avoid
performing additional cube search (we do not require calls to an SMT solver) to
construct B, because we extrapolate cubes already found for the construction of
B.
For instance, at line 15 of Figure 3, the statement Y = randomElem(X1Set),
where a random element of X1Set is selected and assigned to Y, the boolean
program extrapolation will use as input the transformers in the boolean program B that correspond to the statement put(Y, 1, X) from Figure 2. For the
statement put(Y, 1, X), the predicate (Y 6= 3) is assigned the value of (X 6= 3).
We extrapolate this boolean assignment for the statement put(Y, 1, X), and the
predicate (Y 6= 3) is assigned the value of the predicate (X1Set 6= 3). If the
predicate (X1Set 6= 3) is true, then all the elements inside the set X1Set are
different than 3. Therefore, selecting a random element of the set and assigning
it to X makes the value of (Y 6= 3) true. If the predicate (X1Set 6= 3) is false, it
means that the elements in X1Set are equal to 3, and assigning any of them to Y

makes the predicate (Y 6= 3) false. A formal description of the boolean program
extrapolation is presented in subsection 4.3.
Step 4: Model Checking We verify if B, constructed in Step 3, satisfies the
specification S, using a model checker. If there is no reachable state in the
program that contradicts S, then the verification succeeds. If an error state is
discovered, there are two possibilities: either the error state is spurious, and we
refine the abstraction, or it is a valid error state, and the original program P
needs more flush statements such that property S holds under RMA. If we add
flush in all possible locations the program is guaranteed to verify, since the
program is then limited to SC executions.
Verification results. The specification holds under RMA semantics with a single
flush statement added to the program, after the put(Y, 1, X) instruction of line
3. It is important to observe that this allows the program to retain RMA specific
behaviours that do not violate the assertion and are not possible under SC. For
example, the value r = 0 is not possible under SC, while under RMA, the value
of r at the end of the program can be 0. This is because an asynchronous get
operation, can be executed even after Process 2 assigns the value of R to r.
Although the get reads into R the value 2 from Y (that value reached there with
the put of line 3 and the following flush), the line 6 assignment will write the
value of R from initialization into r. Adding a flush after the get statement would
eliminate this state under RMA. However, the state satisfies the specification of
interest (r 6= 3), and our procedure successfully identifies which flush statement
is not required.

3

Reduction of RMA programs

In this section, we describe the source-to-source transformation of a program P
running under RMA semantics to a new program P running under SC semantics,
such that P soundly approximates P . The main idea is to generate a program
P which encodes the RMA semantics of program P .
3.1

Reduction: RMA to SC

We define the translation function that takes as input a statement from program
P and returns a list of statements of program P :
[[]] : Stmt → ListhStmti

Set variables. The newly generated program P contains, in addition to the variables of program P , two types of auxiliary variables that contribute to capturing
the semantics of RMA programs. Let sid be a mapping that takes as input a

Table 2. The source to source translation of statements from program P running on
RMA to a new program P running on sequential consistency. p is the identifier of the
process that executes the statement.
[[store X = a]]

[[put(Y, pid, X)]]

remoteOps(X)
store X = a;
B ∀s ∈ read (X ):
if active(s)
addToSet ( set(s) ,X ) ;
[[flush(pid)]]
while (

W

s∈remote(p,pid)

if ( ! active(s) )
active(s) = true ;
set(s) = {X} ;
else addToSet ( set(s) , X ) ;
remoteOps(X)

active(s) )

B ∀s ∈ chain(remote(p, pid )):
if ( active(s) ∧ ? )
trg(s) = randomElem ( set(s) ) ;
if ( ? ) active(s) = false ;

while ( ? )
B ∀s ∈ chain(write(X)):
if ( active(s) ∧ ? )
trg(s) = randomElem ( set(s) ) ;
addToSet ( Sets(trg(s)) , trg(s) ) ;
if ( ? ) active(s) = false ;

remote statement (put or get) of program P and returns a unique identifier of
that statement. The first type of auxiliary variables are sets. For each remote get
statement s of the form var dst = get(var src, pid) we introduce a set variable.
The name of the set variable is the concatenation of the var src variable, the
unique identifier of the get statement sid(s) and the string “Set”. For example,
assuming the statement X = get(Y, pid) with unique identifier 1, we generate the
set variable Y1Set. Similarly, for each put statement put(var dst, pid, var src ),
we generate a set variable corresponding to var src and the statement identifier.
All the set variables are initially empty. Given a remote statement s, let set(s)
be the set variable associated to s in our translation. Let Sets be the set of all
set variables of the program and Sets(X ) the sets corresponding to a variable X.
Boolean flags. The second type of auxiliary variable is a boolean flag. For each
remote put and get statement, we introduce a boolean variable, with a name
that is the concatenation of “Get”/“Put”, the statement id sid(s) and the
string “Active”. For instance, given a statement put(Y, pid, X) with statement
id equal to 3, we add the boolean flag Put3Active. All the auxiliary boolean variables are initially false. Let Flags be the set of all boolean flags. The mapping
active : Sets → Flags returns the boolean variable that corresponds to the same
remote statement as the set variable given as argument.
Chains of remote statements. Given two remote statements s1 and s2 , the relation s1 ◦ s2 holds if s1 writes to a variable X and s2 reads or writes X. Let ◦+ be
the transitive closure of ◦. We define chain(s2 ) as the set of remote statements s

such that s ◦+ s2 . We overload the chain operator
S to sets of remote statements:
given S a set of remote statements, chain(S) = s∈S chain(s).
Notation. For a given shared variable X, there are potentially several set variables, one for each remote statement that reads the value of X. Let write(X )
be the set of remote statements that write to X and read (X ) the set of remote
statements reading from X. We denote by remote(p, pid ) all the statements executed by process p that remotely read or write from process pid. The variable
that is written by a remote statement s is trg(s). These functions are used in
the source to source translation.
Translation of program statements. Table 2 illustrates the source-to-source translation of program P running on RMA to a new program P that runs on SC and
captures all the behaviors of P .
Non-deterministic execution of remote operations. Since RMA remote operations are executed asynchronously, they could be executed at any point in the
program after the statement that triggers them. An exact translation would nondeterministically execute, in any order, every pending RMA statement at each
program point. However, the state space of the resulting program would grow
significantly, making the verification more challenging.
In our approach, the resulting program P contains, at specific points, code
that executes the pending remote operations non-deterministically. This code
is described in Table 2 as remoteOps, and is parameterized by a shared variable X. The statements executed non-deterministically are all the remote statements that write to X and all the remote statements that form chains with
the statements writing to X, denoted chain(write(X )). For each statement s ∈
chain(write(X )), if the active flag corresponding to s (active(s)) is true, then
non-deterministically (?) assign to the target variable of s (trg(s)) a random
element of the set variable corresponding to s (set(s)). Next, the active flag is
non-deterministically set to false (there can be potentially several instances of
statement s pending, in case s is executed in a loop).
Local store. The statement store X = a writes a local variable a or numerical
value to a shared variable X that belongs to the process executing the statement.
In the translation, we first add the remoteOps(X) code. Next, we add the value
of a to the corresponding sets of the remote statements to all the set variables
that correspond to remote statements reading from X (denoted read (X )).
Remote Put. A put(Y, pid, X) statement reads a shared variable X of the local process and writes its value to the shared variable Y at the remote process
pid. This operation is done asynchronously by the underlying network. There are
potentially several values that the local read from X can observe, when X is modified by the program, following the remote put statement. Similarly, the remote
write operation to Y at the remote process pid happens non-deterministically
after the read from X.

For our reduction, the statement s = put(Y, pid, X) is translated by first
checking if the flag variable (active(s)) is false. In this case, the s becomes
active (by setting active(s) =true), and we initialize set(s) with the current
value of X (set(s) = {X}). If the active(s) flag is true (that can be the case if s
is part of a loop), then the current value of X is added to set(s).
Flush. The flush(pid) statement makes sure that after its execution all active
RMA operations from the current process (p) to the remote process pid (denoted
by remote(p, pid )) are executed. We translate the flush statement as a loop that
executes pending operations as long as at least one of the RMA statements in
remote(p, pid ) is still pending. The loop contains non-deterministic statements
to execute each of the pending statements in remote(p, pid ) and statements that
create chains with the pending statements in remote(p, pid ). This translation is
sound, as it covers all the possible orders of execution of the pending statements.

4

Predicate Abstraction for RMA Programs

This section describes how to adapt predicate abstraction to the task of verifying
RMA programs. The key idea is to cheaply build an RMA proof from the SC
proof by reusing predicates and transformers of the SC program proof. Note that
the safety property that we want to prove remains the same as in the SC case.
We begin by describing standard construction of predicate abstraction for SC.
4.1

Predicate Abstraction

Predicate abstraction [11, 28] is a form of abstract interpretation that employs
Cartesian abstraction over a set of predicates. Given a program P , and vocabulary (set of predicates) V = {p1 , . . . , pn } with corresponding boolean variables
V̂ = {b1 , . . . , bn }, predicate abstraction constructs a boolean program BP(P, V )
that conservatively represents behaviors of P using only boolean variables from
V̂ (corresponding to predicates in V ). We use [pi ] to denote the boolean variable
bi corresponding to pi . We note that the mapping is a bijection. We similarly
extend [·] to any boolean function ϕ.
Constructing BP(P, V ). A literal is a predicate p ∈ V or its negation. A cube
is a conjunction of literals, and the size of a cube is the number of literals it
contains. The concrete (symbolic) domain is defined as formulae over all possible
predicates. The abstract domain contains all the cubes over the variables pi ∈ V .
Predicate strengthening FV maps a formula ϕ from the concrete domain to
the largest disjunction of cubes (over V ), d, such that d =⇒ ϕ. The abstract
transformer of a statement st, w.r.t. a given vocabulary V , can be computed
using the weakest-precondition ( [11]), while performing implication checks using
an SMT solver. For each bi ∈ V̂ the abstract transformer generates:
bi = choose([FV (wp(st, pi ))], [FV (wp(st, ¬pi , ))])


 true, ϕt evaluates to true
where choose(ϕt , ϕf ) = f alse, only ϕf evaluates to true

?,
otherwise
For example, given the predicates V = {(X > 0), (Y > 0), (Z > 2)}, the corresponding boolean variables V̂ = {b1 , b2 , b3 }, and a statement X = Y + Z, predicate abstraction generates the abstract transformer: b1 = choose(b2 ∧ b3 , false).
After executing the statement X = Y + Z, (X > 0) holds if (Y > 0) and (Z > 2)
hold before the statement, otherwise (X > 0) becomes ?. Different predicate
abstraction techniques use different heuristics for reducing the number of calls
to the prover.
4.2

Predicate Extrapolation, V = EP(V )

After the SC predicate abstraction is successfully completed, we extrapolate the
set V of SC predicates, and we obtain V , the predicates for the reduced program P . The set V of predicates consists of: (i) the predicates V from the SC
proof, (ii) universally quantified predicates for each set variable, based on the
extrapolation of SC predicates, and (iii) predicates for the boolean flag variables.
Extrapolation of SC predicates for each set variable. A sound optimization of the
source-to-source translation is to generate just one variable XSet for each shared
variable X, instead of one set variable per remote statement. In the rest of the
paper, we denote XSet the set corresponding to X. The abstraction accounts
for the set variables and tracks predicates that hold for the values contained
in these sets. We generate for each predicate p ∈ V , that references a shared
variable X, a corresponding predicate for XSet, ∀e ∈ XSet : p[e/X ]. The newly
generated predicate contains a universal quantifier over all the elements of the
set. We denote this predicate as p[XSet/X ].
Logic of the predicates over set variables. A predicate ∀e ∈ XSet : p[e/X ] over
a set variable XSet is true if and only if predicate p is true for every element
of XSet. However, we refine the case where the predicate ∀e ∈ XSet : p[e/X ] is
false: if p[e/X ] is false for every element e ∈ XSet. Overall, the set predicates
have the following logic:


true ∀e ∈ XSet : p[e/X ]
XSet
p[
/X ] = f alse ∀e ∈ XSet : ¬p[e/X ]


?
otherwise
For example, assume we are given XSet (initially empty), the predicate
p = (X > 5 ), such that p[XSet/X ] = (XSet > 5 ) and a sequence of addToSet
statements that successively add the values 6, 7 and 4 to XSet. After executing the statement addToSet(XSet, 6), the predicate p[XSet/X ] becomes true. After
addToSet(XSet, 7), the predicate p[XSet/X ] remains true. After addToSet(XSet, 4),
p[XSet/X ] becomes ?, because neither all elements in XSet are greater than 5 nor
it is the case that all elements of XSet are less or equal than 5.

If we select a random element from XSet using T = randomElem(XSet), then
the value of a predicate p[XSet/X ] is the same as p[e/X ], where e ∈ XSet. This can
be used to derive the value of predicates that contain variable T. For example,
given the predicates (T > 3) and (XSet > 5), if (XSet > 5) is true before
T = randomElem(XSet), then (T > 3) is true after the statement is executed.
Similarly, if (XSet > 5) is false, then a predicate such as (T > 5) becomes false
after the statement, by using the special logic we assign to the set predicates.
In our implementation, for predicates that reference two shared variables
(e.g., (X < Y ) ) we extrapolate for each shared variable separately and do not
generate a predicate involving two set variables (e.g., (XSet < Y ) and (X < YSet)
are generated, while (XSet < YSet) is not generated). This provides a good
trade-off between precision and efficiency. We observe that this over-approximation
is precise enough and there is no need to track directly the relation between two
set variables. We show in subsection 4.3 how to soundly handle this abstraction.
Generation of predicates for the boolean flags. For each remote operation (for
example a get operation at label lbl ) the translation presented in subsection 3.1
generates a boolean flag variable to indicate when the remote operation (or
an instance of the operation, in case it is executed in a loop) is pending to
be executed (for the get operation, a get lbl flag boolean variable). For each
such boolean variable we generate a corresponding predicate that captures the
boolean flag state (e.g., for the get operation at label lbl , we generate the predicate (get lbl f lag = 1)).
4.3

Boolean Program Extrapolation, B = EBP(P , V , B)

Given the extrapolated predicates V , a standard construction of the boolean program is typically quite expensive, because the number of predicates |V | and the
size of the program |P | are significantly larger than in the SC case. This observation was shown in [20] for relaxed memory models, a work which proposed cube
extrapolation to reduce the number of calls to an underlying theorem prover.
In our work, in addition to handling a more complex memory model (RMA)
and generating more complex predicates that contain quantifiers, we introduce
a novel boolean program extrapolation method that builds a boolean program
without any calls to the theorem prover. The resulting boolean program B is a
sound over-approximation of BP (P , V ).
Transformers for the set operations. The main difference between programs P
and P is that the latter contains set variables and statements that operate on the
set variables (set initialization, addToSet and randomElem). The predicates in V
refer to the set variables and we next describe how to compute the transformers
for the set operators. We again note that attempting to directly calculate their
transformers would require a large number of calls to the theorem prover.
Transformers for set initialization. We construct the translation such that all
the set initialization statements have the form XSet = {X}). A set XSet is always

initialized with the singleton set containing the value of the variable X (the
variable to which the set corresponds). As shown in subsection 4.2, the predicate
extrapolation generates for every predicate p ∈ V that contains X a predicate
p[XSet/X ]. Therefore, after executing the statement XSet = {X}, the predicates
containing XSet have the same value as the predicates containing X:
p[XSet/X ] = p
Transformers for addToSet. All addToSet have the form addToSet(XSet, X), adding
the value of a variable X to the set XSet that corresponds to that variable. The
predicates p[XSet/X ] ∈ V are updated after addToSet(XSet, X) such that:
p[XSet/X ] = choose(p[XSet/X ] ∧ p, ¬p[XSet/X ] ∧ ¬p)
If all the elements in XSet satisfy the predicate p and the value of X satisfies P ,
then, after adding the value of X to XSet, all the elements of XSet still satisfy p.
Transformers for randomElem. Every statement Y = randomElem(XSet) in program P corresponds to a remote operation such as Y = get(X) or put(Y, X) from
program P . For the SC verification, these remote statements are assumed to be
synchronous assignments of the form Y = X. During the SC predicate abstraction, for each predicate p ∈ V that contains Y, we compute ϕt and ϕf , the
disjunctions of cubes that appear as arguments of the choose function that updates p: p = choose(ϕt , ϕf ). In the case of the Y = randomElem(XSet) statement,
for all predicates p ∈ V that contain Y, we update them using the formula:
p = choose(ϕt [XSet/X ], ϕf [XSet/X ])
Consider an example with (X > 7), (Y > 5) ∈ V and a statement Y = get(X)
in P with the SC transformer (Y > 5 ) = choose((X > 7 ), false). For the corresponding Y = randomElem(XSet) statement in P , we generate the transformer
(Y > 5 ) = choose((XSet > 7 ), false).
The extrapolated predicates p ∈ V that contain both Y and at least one
set variable are updated to ? after the Y = randomElem(XSet) statement. This
sound over-approximation is required because V has no predicates that contain
more than one set variable. For example, given the predicates (X ≥ Z), (Y ≥
X), (Y ≥ Z) ∈ V , the extrapolated predicate (Y ≥ ZSet) ∈ V , after a statement
Y = randomElem(XSet) the predicate (Y ≥ ZSet) is set to ?, as we do not track
the predicate (XSet ≥ ZSet) that is required for a more precise transformer.

5

Experimental Evaluation

We implemented an analysis tool for RMA programs based on the method described so far. In this section, we discuss our experimental evaluation of the tool
on a number of challenging concurrent algorithms running on RMA networks.
The experiments ran on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.13GHz with 250GB RAM. The

first research question is whether predicate and boolean program extrapolation
are sufficiently scalable to verify all benchmarks. The second question deals with
the precision of the abstractions we introduced and whether we can compute the
smallest required flush placement for each program such that our tool is precise
enough to prove that the specification holds under RMA.
Benchmarks. We tested our analyzer on 14 challenging concurrent algorithms:
Dekker [23], Peterson [38], Szymansky [42] mutual exclusion algorithms, an Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP), an Array-based Lock-Free Queue, Lamport’s Bakery algorithm [34], the Ticket locking algorithm [8], the Pc1, Pgsql, Kessel, BlueTooth, Sober, Driver Qw, loop2 TLM programs as defined in [14], and an RMA
Lock [41]. The benchmarks have two or three processes and the number of lines
of code is between 25 and 85. Several programs have an infinite number of states
(ABP, Queue, Bakery, Ticket). The safety properties are either mutual exclusion or reachability invariants involving labels of different processes. For each
benchmark, the safety property is the same for both SC and RMA.
5.1

Prototype Implementation

We implemented the RMA analyzer in Java (around 9, 000 lines of code). For the
cube search (when building the boolean program for SC verification), the tool
uses Z3 [22] as an underlying SMT solver. We use the 3-valued model checker
Fender (implemented in Java) to check if the boolean program satisfies the specification. Fender also uses Z3 for abstraction refinement. We made minor changes
to the error trace construction and interpolation methods of Fender in order to
accommodate the RMA abstraction based on sets.
Flush search. For an input program, we initially add a flush statement after
each RMA remote statement (put or get). Alternatively, the user can suggest a
different initial flush placement. The analyzer starts checking the input program
using all the flushes of the initial flush placement. If the analyzer successfully
verifies the program, then the flush search process continues by removing one
flush statement, updating the boolean program and rechecking the property
using Fender (no need to rerun the predicate abstraction).
We develop a search procedure for the smallest placement of flush statements
for which our tool successfully proves that the program satisfies its specification
under RMA. We choose a mix between breadth-first and depth-first search. In
the first phase (breadth-first search of depth 1), we repeatedly check the program
while removing one of the flush statements of the initial placement. This phase
identifies the flush statements that are always needed for the program to satisfy
the specification. In the second phase, the tool performs a depth-first search,
while trying to remove only flush statements that were successfully removed
in the first phase. This hybrid solution is much faster than a simple depthfirst or breadth-first search, especially for the cases where the number of flush
statements needed is small. Finally, the search returns one or several solutions
of flush placements that make the program satisfy the desired property.

Table 3. Experimental results showing verification of a number of algorithms on both
SC and RMA models.
SC predicate abstraction
Algorithm
Dekker
Peterson
Abp
Pc1
Pgsql
Qw
Sober
Kessel
Loop2 TLM
Szymanski
Queue
Ticket
Bakery
RMA Lock

5.2

|V | BP(P, V ) (s) B(loc)
11
10
16
18
12
13
23
18
29
34
13
17
19
24

1
1
1
2
1
2
8
3
165
228
24
114
330
50

498
356
485
658
418
487
831
534
1068
1182
572
640
828
763

RMA predicate abstraction
|V |
29
21
20
35
18
29
48
36
43
64
22
43
41
60

B (loc) Fender (s) Min flush
2068
1045
662
3797
1549
1544
8466
1621
1986
7081
1104
3615
2947
5932

876
4
1
126
1
1345
10
16
3960
316
13
4320
288
65679

4/12
4/7
1/2
2/7
2/4
4/5
0/9
5/10
4/4
7/14
1/2
5/6
6/10
9/18

Experimental Results

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 3. For the first part of our
analysis, we perform the verification of the programs assuming SC.
Meaning of table columns. |V | represents the number of predicates used for SC
verification. To obtain these predicates, we started with a manually selected set,
then used abstraction refinement to find the sufficient set to verify the program
under SC. The BP(P, V ) (s) column records the duration in seconds of building
the boolean program abstraction. Most of this time (95%) is spent in the SMT
solver, used for the cube search. B(loc) shows the number of lines of code in
the resulting boolean program. Checking the SC boolean program with Fender
takes for each algorithm a small number of seconds, therefore we omit it from
the results table. In the second step of our analysis, we perform the boolean
program extrapolation, based on the SC boolean program B. |V | is the number
of predicates after extrapolating the SC predicates V (V = EP(V )). The column
B(loc) shows the number of lines of code of the extrapolated boolean program
B. The Fender (s) column shows the runtime of Fender for checking whether
B satisfies the specification. Finally, Min flush is the result of the search for
the minimal number of flush statements required for the program to satisfy its
specification under RMA. The first number is the smallest number of flushes for
which the verification succeeds, and the second number is the number of flushes
of the initial flush placement.
On average, the extrapolated boolean program is 5 times larger than the SC
boolean program. The resulting extrapolated predicates are twice as many, on
average, compared to the original predicates |V | (note that V ⊂ V ). We obtain

larger running times for the Ticket and Loop2 TLM benchmarks, due to the
high number of predicates and the complexity of the programs.
Scalability of Boolean program extrapolation. The boolean program extrapolation that constructs B takes under a second for each benchmark. If we took
the approach of using standard predicate abstraction of the reduced program P ,
the time would be significantly higher. For instance, we experimented with the
Bakery mutual exclusion algorithm, and the standard approach took over three
hours (compared to sub-second times for the extrapolation). The precision of
the two boolean programs is similar, as the same minimal flush placements are
found for both. This shows the advantage of our extrapolation method.
Extrapolation precision and minimal flush placement. The extrapolated boolean
program is precise enough to remove flush statements and verify the property
for all benchmark algorithms (except Loop2 TLM). For Loop2 TLM, the model
checker timed out after two hours, while checking the boolean program with
a flush removed. Surprisingly, the Sober algorithm does not require any flush
statement under RMA. This is due to the algorithm already executing the remote operations in loops that have the same effect as a flush (by checking in
their condition the value returned by the get statement). Comparing these flush
placements with other memory models (x86 TSO, PSO), is challenging, due to
the one sided aspect of the remote operations. Two store operations to a shared
variable X, one in each thread, under TSO, become a store and a put in the
RMA program, since X belongs to on one of the processes.

6

Related Work

Remote Memory Access (RMA) Programming. The semantics of MPI-3 RMA
have been first described, informally, by [31]. The work of [17] introduces operational semantics for Partitioned Global Address Spaces (PGAS), which follow
the same principles as RMA programs. The focus in their work is analysing robustness of the programs using PGAS. Our work, on the other hand, focuses
on proving that safety specifications hold for a program under RMA by using
predicate abstraction. Axiomatic semantics of the core functionality of RMA programs are introduced in [19], which shows the benefits of formal specifications
in discovering inconsistencies in existing RMA libraries.
Program Analysis under Weak Memory Models There exists significant body
of work in automatically verifying programs and synthesizing fences required
for the correctness of programs running under relaxed memory models such as
x86 TSO, PSO, Power, C11. This is the first work that verifies infinite-state
concurrent programs running on RMA. The work closest to ours is [20], that
introduces predicate extrapolation and cube extrapolation for verifying programs
under PSO and x86 TSO (more restricted than RMA). While cube extrapolation
reduces the search space of cubes when constructing the boolean program, in this

work we introduce complete boolean program extrapolation that side-steps cube
search while building the abstraction. Another important difference is that, while
[20] abstracts only bounded store buffers, in this work we handle unbounded
sets of pending operations via sets and quantified predicates. This results in
potentially less flush operations needed to enforce the specification. The work
of [3] defines a general framework for verifying programs under weak memory
models, based on the axiomatic semantics. In our work, we rely on operational
semantics of RMA for the source-to-source reduction to SC. The work of [2] uses
predicate abstraction to verify x86 TSO programs, while discovering predicates
using traditional refinement techniques. In our work, based on a more strict
semantics (SC), we directly discover the abstraction for weaker semantics (RMA)
via extrapolation. Work on predicate abstraction for infinite-state concurrent
programs assuming SC and using compositional methods such as Owicki-Gries
and rely-guarantee is presented in [29, 30].
Reduction to SC The reduction of verifying programs under weak memory
models to verification under SC via program transformation is also used in
[5, 10, 21, 36]. This work introduces a new transformation and abstraction for
RMA programs, that is precise enough to verify the program specifications while
using a reduced number of flush statements. Works by [15, 16, 33, 35] consider
verification of finite-state programs under weak memory models, considering just
some of the sources of infinite-state programs (e.g. unbounded store buffers or infinite variable domains). Infinite-state programs are handled in [4] for x86 TSO.
In recent work, [1] explores the advantages of alternative semantics for TSO
(replacing store buffers with load buffers) that is more efficiently verified. In
the reduction step of our work, the auxiliary set variables resemble load buffers,
because when a remote write operation is performed, the value to be written is
selected randomly from the set, which collects all values that the corresponding
remote read operation might have. [39] introduces a procedure that detects unexpected executions that might occur when porting the program from a source
to a target memory consistency model.

7

Conclusion

We introduced the first automatic verification technique for programs running
on RMA networks. The key idea is abstraction extrapolation: automatically build
an abstraction of the program for a relaxed memory model such as RMA, based
on an existing abstraction of the program under SC. We implemented the predicate and boolean extrapolation methods and we successfully verified several
challenging concurrent algorithms running on RMA. To our knowledge, this the
first time these programs have been verified on the RMA memory model. We
believe this work takes a step towards applying proof extrapolation techniques
to other hardware or software relaxed memory consistency models.
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